APPENDIX C: ZHIXIAN PARTY SEARCH RESULTS

C.1 王铮 Greatfire Censorship Scores

"王铮" IS 62% BLOCKED/CECORED IN CHINA

The overall censorship score of the keyword "王铮" is 62%. This is an average of how many times the keyword has been blocked/censored on Baidu, Google and Sina Weibo in the last 90 days.

Tags:
Keywords

Sina Weibo

s.weibo.com/weibo/王铮 was 67% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 12 tests. The URL was last tested on Sun, Feb 16, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Sina Weibo generate a warning message when searching for them and no search results are returned. See Self-Censorship.

Google

www.google.com/search?q=王铮 was 100% blocked in the last 90 days. This is based on 7 tests. The URL was last tested on Sat, Feb 15, 2014. Keywords that are blocked on Google are not possible to search for when in China. Any attempt to search for them will be blocked by the Great Firewall and the user will see a blank page or a browser error message. See Connection Reset.

Baidu

www.baidu.com/s?wd=王铮 was 18% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 11 tests. The URL was last tested on Fri, Feb 14, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Baidu generate a warning message when searching for them but search results are still returned. See Self-Censorship.

Source: Screenshot from https://en.greatfire.org/keyword/王铮
C.2 至宪党 GREATFIRE CENSORSHIP SCORES

"至宪党" IS 90% BLOCKED/CENSORED IN CHINA

The overall censorship score of the keyword "至宪党" is 90%. This is an average of how many times the keyword has been blocked/censored on Baidu, Google and Sina Weibo in the last 90 days.

Tags:
Keywords

Sina Weibo

s.weibo.com/weibo/至宪党 was 71% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 17 tests. The URL was last tested on Tue, Feb 18, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Sina Weibo generate a warning message when searching for them and no search results are returned. See Self-Censorship.

Google

www.google.com/search?q=至宪党 was 100% blocked in the last 90 days. This is based on 7 tests. The URL was last tested on Sun, Feb 09, 2014. Keywords that are blocked on Google are not possible to search for when in China. Any attempt to search for them will be blocked by the Great Firewall and the user will see a blank page or a browser error message. See Connection Reset.

Baidu

www.baidu.com/s?wd=至宪党 was 100% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 7 tests. The URL was last tested on Tue, Feb 11, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Baidu generate a warning message when searching for them but search results are still returned. See Self-Censorship.

Source: Screenshot from https://en.greatfire.org/keyword/至宪党
C.3 至宪党王铮 Greatfire Censorship Scores

"至宪党王铮" IS 58% BLOCKED/CENSORED IN CHINA

The overall censorship score of the keyword "至宪党王铮" is 58%. This is an average of how many times the keyword has been blocked/censored on Baidu, Google and Sina Weibo in the last 90 days.

Tags:
Keywords

Sina Weibo

s.weibo.com/weibo/至宪党王铮 was 75% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 8 tests. The URL was last tested on Tue, Feb 18, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Sina Weibo generate a warning message when searching for them and no search results are returned. See Self-Censorship.

Google

www.google.com/search?q=至宪党王铮 was 100% blocked in the last 90 days. This is based on 5 tests. The URL was last tested on Fri, Jan 31, 2014. Keywords that are blocked on Google are not possible to search for when in China. Any attempt to search for them will be blocked by the Great Firewall and the user will see a blank page or a browser error message. See Connection Reset.

Baidu

www.baidu.com/s?wd=至宪党王铮 was 0% self-censored in the last 90 days. This is based on 5 tests. The URL was last tested on Fri, Jan 31, 2014. Keywords that are censored on Baidu generate a warning message when searching for them but search results are still returned. See Self-Censorship.

Source: Screenshot from https://en.greatfire.org/keyword/至宪党王铮